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Abstract. Here we stress the necessity of cooperation between different
wide-field monitoring projects (FAVOR/TORTORA, Pi of the Sky, MASTER, etc), aimed for independent detection of fast optical transients, in
order to maximize the area of the sky covered at any moment and to coordinate the monitoring of gamma-ray telescopes’ field of view. We review
current solutions available for it and propose a simple protocol with dedicated service (ASCI) for such systems to share their current status and
pointing schedules.
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1.

Introduction

There are several wide-field optical monitoring systems all around the world – FAVOR/TORTORA (Karpov et al. 2010), “Pi of the Sky” (Burd et al. 2005), MASTERNet (Gorbovskoy et al. 2010), RAPTOR (Borozdin et al. 2002), WIDGET (Tamagawa
et al. 2005) – aiming for continuous monitoring of the sky for independent detection
of optical transients of various kinds. They have different parameters – fields of view,
temporal resolution, data analysis pipelines – and different observational strategies
as well. Therefore, often these systems monitor the same region of the sky, which
sufficiently lowers the sky area being monitored at any given moment, which is obviously sub-optimal (as no system alone can ever cover the Swift gamma telescope
field of view). We believe that the real-time coordination of observational strategies
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of an ASCI client-server infrastructure. Examples of different kinds of clients (listening for all events, listening for selected events only, submitting
events) are shown.

is very important, and propose here a simple service for such coordination along with
corresponding pointing information exchange protocol.

2. Design strategies
There are already several VOEvent-based services (Drake et al. 2007) for quasi-realtime distribution of various astronomical events of interest. They are open and easy
to participate in, but strongly biased towards events – supernovae discoveries, asteroid alerts etc – and not observatory statuses and plans. VOEvent (Williams &
Seaman 2006) is also an XML-based standard, and may be difficult to incorporate
into relatively low-level camera control software systems. On the other hand, the
GCN (Gamma-ray Coordinates Network) (Barthelmy 1998) operates on top of a very
simple, socket-based binary protocol, tailored towards true real-time distribution of
gamma-telescope triggers and pointings among a hard-coded list of clients.
While designing our ASCI infrastructure we decided to choose a middle way.
We plan it to be a freely accessed message broker which both cameras and interested
clients can connect to and disconnect from at will, subscribing for exactly the information they need – e.g. pointings of only one camera, if it is connected. We designed
a very simple socket protocol based on short text messages, easy to generate and parse
in nearly any programming language.
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3. Protocol specifications
Below is the list of principal commands the ASCI server should understand, and its
expected replies. Each command must be a null-terminated string sent to a server;
it will reply in one or more null-terminated strings too; server replies may contain
several lines (separated by a newline char), each line has to be treated independently.
• SET ID client id
Sets a human-readable ID of a client instead of IP:PORT pair used by default.
Reply: SET ID OK
• LIST CLIENTS
Returns all currently connected clients’ IDs as a whitespace-separated list. Each
ID is either user-supplied one, or IP:PORT string.
Reply: CLIENTS client id*
• LIST CAMERAS
Returns the whitespace-separated list of all cameras for which the DB (a computer program) has information on pointings.
Reply: CAMERAS camera id*
• POINTING camera id date time ra dec size duration?
Submits the information on a single pointing of a camera, starting from given
time towards RA and Dec, with a rough field of view radius size, in degrees.
Optional duration argument gives the expected duration of this pointing in seconds.
Reply: POINTING OK
• (UN)?SUBSCRIBE camera id* / (UN)?SUBSCRIBE ALL
Subscribe or unsubscribe the client to/from pointing messages reported for one
or several cameras, or all cameras at once. If the client is subscribed, it will
receive a copy of each POINTING message for cameras it is interested in right
at the moment server receives it.
Reply: (UN)?SUBSCRIBE( ALL)? OK
• QUERY camera id* / QUERY ALL
This command requests the server to report the last known pointing status of a
set of cameras or all known ones at once.
Reply: POINTING* camera id date time ra dec size duration
Each client is assumed to re-connect to the server if the connection is broken
(my test client does not do it, however). Also, the information on the client ID (if
user-provided) and its subscriptions has to be provided on each re-connect. The information on cameras are stored in DB, but not client information.
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4. Current status
We have a full-featured reference implementation of the server+database part written
in Perl and using PostgreSQL as a back-end, as well as a sample Perl-based client to
check its operations, and a fully-functional C++ client already in use by the Pi of the
Sky system. They can be downloaded at
• Server - http://vo.astronet.ru/asci/server.pl
• DB initialization script - http://vo.astronet.ru/asci/db.sql
• Client - http://vo.astronet.ru/asci/client.pl
There is also a service already running at vo.astronet.ru:5555, which will be used
soon to coordinate “Pi of the Sky” telescopes in Spain and Chile. Currently both
systems try to observe the center of the SWIFT satellite’s FOV. With the help of ASCI,
their pointing strategy will be optimized so that observation fields do not overlap or
optionally overlap depending on the scientific program requirements. The service will
also be used by MiniMegaTORTORA system when it is ready.
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